Spouse-pair risk factors and cardiovascular reactivity.
Epidemiological research has identified increased risk for coronary heart disease in Type A men married to well-educated women. The present study examined mechanisms that may explain the increased risk associated with this specific spouse-pair combination. Cardiovascular and self-report responses to an individual, standardized laboratory stress task and a dyadic, interactive affect provocation task were assessed in Type A or B men married to women of either low ( < or = 13 years) or high ( > 13 years) educational levels. Type A men with highly educated spouses (i.e., the highest risk group) also reported the greatest anger-out tendency, high trait anger, and low anger control scores. These men further exhibited elevated diastolic blood pressure at baseline and greater diastolic reactivity specific to the dyadic task than did the men in the lower risk groups. These findings, based on a laboratory study of spousal interactions, support the epidemiological high-risk designation of the Type A man with a highly educated spouse and confirm earlier conceptions that Type A research benefits more from a social interaction approach rather than from an individual trait perspective.